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Dynamics of a shallow fluidized bed
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The results of the experimental study of the dynamics of a shallow fluidized bed are reported. The behavior
of granular material is controlled by the interplay of two factors—levitation due to the upward airflow, and
sliding back due to gravity. Near the threshold of instability, the system shows critical behavior with remark-
ably long transient dynamics. The experimental observations are compared with a simple cellular automata
model.@S1063-651X~99!03812-X#

PACS number~s!: 45.05.1x, 47.54.1r, 47.35.1i
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluidized beds are widely used in industry for mixin
solid particles with gases or liquids@1#. In most industrial
applications, a fluidized bed consists of a vertically orien
column filled with granular material, and a fluid~gas or liq-
uid! is pumped upward through a distributor at the bottom
the bed. When the the drag force of flowing fluid excee
gravity, particles are lifted and fluidization occurs. A un
form fluidization which is the most desirable regime of o
eration of industrial fluidized beds, is prone to instabilitie
As the fluid flow increases, bubbles of clear fluid are form
at the bottom of the bed and these bubbles travel to
surface. The study of mechanisms of fluid bed instabilit
and the classification of ensuing regimes~slugging, bubbling,
etc.! has been an active area of research among engin
Recently, there has been an increasing interest to stud
complex fluidized bed dynamics among physicists. The
search has been mainly focused on deep fluidized b
whose vertical dimension is larger than the characteristic
of the bubbles and~typically! the horizontal dimensions o
the chamber. In a number of papers pressure fluctuation
a side wall of the fluidized bed has been measured and
lated to the processes inside the bed. In particular, large
siperiodic oscillations of the pressure are produced by s
ging. A sequence of bifurcations leading to possibly chao
fluidized state has been observed in Refs.@2,3#, however,
some other authors dispute the occurrence of lo
dimensional chaos in fluidized beds~see Refs.@4,5#!. Much
attention has been paid to the detailed theoretical and ex
mental studies of bubble formation and propagation thro
a column of granular material@6,7#. Recent advances in in
strumentation allowed to carry out accurate measuremen
the particle motions inside the bed. Menon and Durian@8#
used diffusion-wave optical spectroscopy and showed tha
the regime of uniform fluidization, there is no persistent p
ticle motion particles. It was emphasized that only bubbl
motion is the source of all particle dynamics in the bed.

Much less attention has been devoted to the study of s
low fluidized beds~perhaps due to their lesser technologic
importance rather than lack of fundamental physical inter!
@9#. When the height of the bed is much smaller than
horizontal size and characteristic bubble size for an equ
lent deep bed, no bubble formation can be expected. A n
PRE 601063-651X/99/60~6!/7126~5!/$15.00
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ral question arises on what sequence of regimes leads
developed turbulent fluidized state in that system. Becaus
the large aspect ratio, the dynamics is effectively two dim
sional, which allows one to gain much information by simp
observing the bed from above@10#.

A goal of the present work is to study experimentally t
transition from a static to a fluidized state in a shallow bed
the air flow through the bed is increased. We employ ima
processing in order to detect the particle motion. We sh
that below certain threshold value of the the air flow, the b
exhibit transient dynamics in a form of localized regions
activity which gradually disappear and eventually the b
comes to a completely motionless metastable state. This
is similar to the one described in Ref.@8# as a motionless
uniformly fluidized state. Slightly above the critical air flow
the localized active regions do not disappear but mo
slowly across the bed in a seemingly random fashion.
large air flow the active regions merge and the whole b
becomes active. The surface of the bed is similar to that
boiling fluid. It develops a rather irregular oscillating cellul
pattern. These oscillating cells apparently have an origin
lated to that of bubbles in deep fluidized beds, however,
detailed study of this regime goes beyond the scope of
present publication. In order to elucidate the mechanism
transition from the static to a dynamic state, we propose
cellular automaton~CA! model which simulates the fluidiza
tion and relaxation processes in a shallow fluidized bed. T
model exhibits a similar critical behavior as the control p
rameter is varied.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed in a Plexiglas cell with
rectangular cross section of dimension 2.533 cm2. We used
nonspherical bronze particles of characteristic size 0.2 m
and the layer thickness was about 10 particles. The bot
plate was made of a sintered steel with an average pore
5 mm. Dry air was pumped through the layer, and the pr
sure dropDp across the layer and the porous plate served
a control parameter. The top-view images of the surface
the granular layer were taken using a standard CCD cam
at a frame rate 30 fps and digitized with a frame grab
Matrox Meteor-II. The typical resolution of the frames wa
3003400 pixels covering a region of approximately 5 cm2.
7126 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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Active regions with agile particles are clearly visible b
the naked eye, but they do not show well on snapshots
taken with long exposure, they appear as smeared s
against the sharp background of grains@see Fig. 1~a!#. In
order to detect active areas we computed ‘‘differential’’ im
ages by subtracting two consecutive images from each o
Figure 1~b! shows the differential image corresponding
Fig. 1~a!. Bright spots in the differential image correspond
active areas where grain were moving, whereas in the b
background they were motionless.

The total instantaneous brightness of the differential
age characterizes the space-averaged activity of the la
We measured this brightnessB as a function of time for
different values of the control parameter~air pressure drop!
Dp @11#. The typical results are shown in Fig. 2, where eve
time series corresponds to several sequential experime
runs initiated by slight tapping of the bed~the beginning of
each run is marked by the sharp rise of brightness!.

For Dp below a certain threshold valueDpc , the activity
eventually ceases, and the granular layer becomes froze
spite the persistent air flow. In each of the multiple runs,
measured the characteristic relaxation time. Figure 3 sh
the characteristic relaxation time as a function of the press
drop, averaged over multiple runs performed at the sa
values of parameters. The characteristic time of decay
creases withDp, see Fig. 3~a!. Error bars in this figure indi-
cate the minimum and maximum values ofT over 10 runs.
Near the critical value of the pressure dropDpc'33.5 kPa,
the characteristic relaxation time seems to diverge. AtDp
slightly below Dpc , the fluctuating activity sometimes pe
sists for a long time and then it rapidly decays to zero. T
time of this transition varies widely from run to run@see Fig.
2~b!#, hence large error bars near the critical point in F
3~a!. Visually, long relaxation times occur whenever a sing
large active spot is formed@see Fig. 4~a!#. If, however, ac-
tivity is spread among many smaller spots@Fig. 4~b!#, it de-
cays more rapidly. It seems that breakdowns of activity
large spots are caused by occasional large fluctuations
without them the activity would be persistent. It indicat
that the fluidization transition in this geometry is probab
first order. For yet larger values ofDp.Dpc active regions
never disappear, however, large fluctuations in the amoun
fluidization activity are observed. Figure 3~b! shows the
asymptotic value of space-time average brightnessB as a
function ofDp for Dp.Dpc . Here error bars indicate max
mum and minimum values ofB over 10-min intervals of
measurements. One can see that brightness grows withDp.
The range of brightness fluctuations is large at small 1
,Dp,10.3 due to the apparent bistability of the fluidize

FIG. 1. ~a! Photograph of the surface of the thin granular lay
obtained with exposition 0.8 sec.~b! Corresponding differential sur
face image.
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state. Indeed, these fluctuations have a form of rapid swi
ing between two metastable levels of activity@see Fig. 2~c!#.
At large values ofDp these jumps disappear@Fig. 2~d!#. The
activity involves whole layer, and the granular material d
namics resembles a boiling liquid. Study of this latter regim
goes beyond the scope of this paper and will be presente
a separate publication.

III. CELLULAR AUTOMATON MODEL

In shallow fluidized beds, the dynamics is controlled
the interplay of two mechanisms:~i! levitation due to the
upward fluid flow and~ii ! relaxation due to the gravitationa
downflow of particles along the slopes, as in sandpil
These dynamics can be simulated by the following sim
cellular automaton model which is patterned on the latt
sandpile models that have been extensively studied rece
@12,13#.

We consider a one-dimensional~1D! lattice with N sites
on whichNp particles are initially distributed at random. Th
integer dynamical variablehi(n) is the number of particles a
site i at timen, which corresponds to the local layer height
the experimental system.

The dynamics of this 1D non-Abelian lattice sandpile@13#
proceeds in two alternating half steps, fluidization and rel
ation. In the fluidization half step, if the local heighthi(n) is
smaller than a fluidization thresholdH f , it is reduced by one
and the height of one of its two nearest neighborshi 61
~picked at random! is increased by 1. In the relaxation step,
the local slopehi2hi 61 is greater than a relaxation thresho
Hr , one particle moves from sitei to site i 61 along the
local slope.~If site i is a local maximum with supercritica
slopes both towardsi 11 andi 21, the direction of the slide
is picked at random.! We update all sites synchronously
both the fluidization and relaxation steps. Note that the
namics conserves the total number of particlesNp , and the

r

FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of the spatially averaged brightn
of differential images for various values of the pressure dropDp
5 31.3 kPa~a!, 32.9 kPa~b!, 34.1 kPa~c!, and 35.6 kPa~d!. Sharp
rises of brightness correspond to the moments when the bed
tapped to create a new initial particle configurations.
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FIG. 3. Characteristic relaxation timeT ~a! and long-term averaged differential image brightnessB ~b! vs pressure dropDp. Circles
indicate average values, and error bars indicate the range of relaxation times over 10 runs, and the range of brightness ov
observations, for each value ofDp.
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average layer heightr5Np /N serves as a control paramet
of the model.

Several examples of the model evolution are shown
Fig. 5, where the local height of the layer is gray coded a
time progresses downwards. In these simulations,
throughout this section, we use the valuesH f53 and Hr
51, and apply periodic boundary conditions. Active sit
are defined as those where there is a fluidization instabi
namely, those for whichhi(n)Þhi(n21). These migrate
along the lattice, and interact both with themselves as we
with ‘‘hills,’’ namely, sites with hi.H f . Clearly, if r
,H f , the dynamics of the model never terminates, as th
always are sites withhi,H f . If r.H f , the system ulti-
mately reaches a stationary state wherehi.H f for all i.

Figure 6 shows the number of active sites as a function
time for several values ofr. As can be expected, this de
creases with time, eventually going to zero. Asr→H f ,
though, this relaxation process may take very long times
this limit, at the late phase of the relaxation there rem
only few well separated active sites. Most of the lattice
that time is flattened out at the critical heightH f , and only
few hills remain@see Fig. 5~b!#. It is easy to see that a sol
tary active site withhi5H f21 surrounded by sites withhj
5H f ( j Þ i ) performs a classic unbiased random wa
@14,15#. Indeed, suppose that after a fluidization half step
particle moves from sitei to i 21. Then, we havehi

f5Hh

22, hi 21
f 5H f11. Since the relaxation threshold isHr

51, both slopes of the sitei are supercritical, and two par
ticles will jump to it from i 11 and i 21 at the next relax-
ation half step. After that, sitei 11 will become active in-
stead of sitei and the process repeats.~With different values
for the thresholdsH f and Hr , this argument needs to b

FIG. 4. Spatial distributions of active particles corresponding
long ~a! and short~b! relaxation times forDp533.0 kPa.
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slightly modified.! Active sites perform a random walk unt
they collide with immobile hills and are annihilated.

The asymptotic dynamics of the above CA model
equivalent to the fluctuation-dominated kinetics of the ir
versible bimolecular reactionA1B→0 @16#. In this reaction,
particles of two different speciesA and B perform random
walks in one dimension until they meet and instantly anni
late. For equal initial concentrations of both spec
@CA(0)5CB(0)# and exactly uniform initial spatial distribu
tion of particles, the mean-field theory predicts fast 1/kt de-
cay of the concentrations of both species if they have eq
concentrations, or even faster exponential@}exp(2kt)# de-
cay of one species if the initial concentrations are differ
(k is the rate constant related to the mobility of particles a
their effective cross section!. However, if the initial spatial
distribution of particles is random, as a result of many an
hilation events relative fluctuations of concentrations amp
and lead to formation of alternatingA-rich and B-rich do-
mains. Now for a particleA to annihilate with itsB counter-

o

FIG. 5. Space-time diagrams of the cellular automata evolu
at several values ofr for N5150, H f53, Hr51. ~a! r52.0, r
52.7, ~b! r53.0, ~c! r53.3; 1000 iterations, time goes from top t
bottom; shades of gray correspond to the local height accordin
the color map above
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PRE 60 7129DYNAMICS OF A SHALLOW FLUIDIZED BED
part, it has to travel across anA-rich domain to its boundary
Therefore, the decay of concentrations becomes m
slower,CA,B}t2d/4 @15# whered is the spatial dimension o
the system.

This agrees both qualitatively and quantitatively with t
results of Monte Carlo simulations of the CA model. D
mains can be observed in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!, where the
barriers to relaxation can be clearly seen. The power-
decay of the number of active sites at the critical value
r5rc is also confirmed by simulations: the straight line
Fig. 6~a! corresponds to a slope21/4. Deviations from
power-law behavior at large times is caused by finite-s
effects; indeed, when the average distance between a
sites becomes of the order of the system size, the annihila
proceeds at an exponential rate, inversely proportional toN.

The case ofrÞrc corresponds to annihilation of particle
with unequal initial concentrations. In this case, at the l

FIG. 6. A number of active sites in the CA model withH f

53, Hr51 as a function of time:~a! for different system sizesN at
the critical value ofr53.0, ~b! for different values ofr at N
5600. The solid line in~a! indicates21/4 slope
r.
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stage of the evolution, one type of particle (A, say! survives,
with the limiting concentrationCA(`)5CA(0)2CB(0),
while that of the other type decays exponentially,

CB~ t !}exp$@CA~0!1/22CB~0!1/2#td/4% ~1!

at a rate which depends on the concentration difference. T
result also agrees well with Monte Carlo simulations of t
CA model atr.H f @see Fig. 6~b!#.

The precision of the experimental data does not,
present, allow us to verify these theoretical predictions i
quantitative manner. More systematic measurements i
bigger system are needed. Furthermore, the experimen
carried out in a two-dimensional cell, while numerical sim
lations are for a one-dimensional lattice, although the mo
can be generalized to higher dimensions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, in this paper we studied the transition to
fluidized state in a shallow granular layer. Experiments w
air-driven shallow fluidized bed showed that fluidization b
gins in localized active regions. Below a certain critical ma
nitude of the air flow, the activity eventually ceases, som
times after a long transient. Above a fluidization thresho
the activity is persistent. Near the threshold the magnitude
activity remains nearly constant for a long time~several min-
utes! before it rapidly disappears due to a particularly lar
fluctuation. This indicates the presence of a first order tr
sition to the fluidized state. We proposed a simple cellu
automata model describing fluidization in a shallow granu
layer. The model involves two local mechanisms of gra
dynamics: fluidization and relaxation. An interplay betwe
these two mechanisms yields a transition to a fluidized s
similar to that observed experimentally. The important d
ference is, however, that the transition in the model is c
tinuous, while in the experiment there is an apparent hys
esis. We believe that the hysteretic behavior of the shal
fluidized bed is due to the long-range coupling between
sites which is missing in the current model. A study of t
global dynamics of the shallow fluidized bed will be th
subject of future work.
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